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REPORT ON LAW DAY, USA

May 1, 1960

This report is respectfully submitted to the 1960 Annual Meeting of the Wyoming State Bar by James E. Barrett, Chairman of the Bill of Rights Committee during 1959-1960.

Due to the fine organizational arrangements made by Harry A. Thompson, who served as Chairman of the Committee the preceding year, our Committee found that the respective Bar Associations in the various counties throughout Wyoming were well prepared to carry forward with the Law Day, USA activities.

The County Bar Associations throughout Wyoming functioned very well, particularly with respect to observances in the schools. The cooperation of the churches, the press, radio and the TV people was outstanding.

The lawyers of our State well recognize the significance of LAW DAY, USA, and are anxious to assist in all observances which are particularly important in our schools. School administrators throughout Wyoming are, I am sure, just as cognizant of the importance of this observance, and it is the opinion of your committee that every year our young people should be reminded and impressed with the fact that freedom under law cannot be taken for granted.
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